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My Fellow citizens We all love our furry friends and PETA’s killing of animals should be 

alarming to every Supporter for animal rights, every activist working to reform their local 

pounds, every animal lover who believes,that dogs, cats, cows etc have the right to live 

a right PETA continues to undermine every time they inject a healthy animal with a 

lethal dose of poison. As an animal lover myself and a supporter of animal rights i agree 

with the People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (Peta) goals of protecting animals 

having such a huge platform to be heard on gives them the opportunity to send 

messages across the world and expand their knowledge on the topic but the problem is 

they decide to approach it in such a grotesque and aggressive way which does not help 

their cause of getting more people to join their movement. 

 instead they get huge backlash and hate from it because peta of the way  peta 

broadcast their messages they are so self centered and so stuck up with their ways that 

they see the world in a different perspective from us and don't realize how much of 

hypocrites they are, and if you don't fit they're standards or checklist of a “perfect” 

person you are seen as the wrong one, they encourage the toxic behavior of bashing 

and looking at  people that oppose them as less than them because that's their strategy  

 The issue I'm addressing is exposing companies like peta that play the good 

guys for the public eye when in reality they're the bad ones doing things in the shadow 

like euthanizing innocent animals. So i say who are they to play God? seeing how toxic 



the outside community has become to the animal rights movement and veganism is 

saddening because instead of progressing were taking two steps backwards and peta is 

to blame for this. You know why you may have already seen plenty of peta 

advertisements and what you have thought about it. I certainly have felt sick and 

disgusted at Peta comparing slaughterhouses to the Holocoaust like believe me I 

understand the wrongs and fully support animal rights and killing for food is totally fine 

as long aas it its a quick and humane process but comparing it to the world's largest 

mass genocide? Really Peta That's a low ball and shows us how desperate they are to 

just gather unnecessary bad attention. Another thing peta has come on fire for was back 

in 2014 peta thought it would be ok to give children an innocent looking book called a “ 

cow's life ” [1] but once they opened it they would see horrifying images of baby cows 

being electrocuted, factory farms with machetes leaving kids scarred and parent 

outraged. Can you believe that they are exposing innocent naive children to these 

horrible images and giving them a disgusting view of the world, basically  brainwashing 

them and peta sees nothing wrong with this like MS Ingrid newkirk the founder and ceo 

of PETA you and your organization needs to understand  you're traumatizing kids!!! And 

what for them to join your cause?. That's not the way to do it. It's like those christian 

conversion schools. They are horrible and should be illegal, forcing someone against 

their will to do something because you think it's the correct choice when in reality it's not 

and should never be an option. What's the point of gathering this much attention when 

it's all negative?. As part of the animal rights movement community there  are so many 

companies that peta can look at and follow their ways such as ASPCA a company that 

actually helps homeless animals and makes a change about it by finding them new 



homes instead of killing them, while peta  For one they're advertisement consist of 

repetitive shock value which include graphic, violent, disturbing pictures and videos of 

animals being brutally abused they do this to make you want to stand up for animal 

rights when in reality all it does is makes people look at peta as the bad ones for 

promoting it i mean peta was already exposed in the past before for killing innocent 

dogs they literally had a campaign where they would go out and steal peoples dogs to 

euthanize them. In 2014 two peta representatives stoled a family's chihuahua dog and 

euthanized it for no apparent reason other than thinking something was wrong with it 

but that still gives them no right to just kidnap a dog and kill it does it? In petas eyes 

they think they're doing the right thing and freeing the animals from the ‘Miserable” lives 

they live. An ex peta employee came out as a whistleblower [2] and exposed the sad 

truth of peta she explained how she was encouraged by the founder and president of 

peta Ingrid newkirk to steal and kill pets to falsify records she explains how PETA 

performs the heartbreaking task of euthanizing animals who are unwanted for one 

reason or another: because they are aggressive, sick, hurt, elderly, or at death’s door 

and because no good homes exist for them. But do you guys see the hypocrisy here? 

Peta's main goal is to SAVE animals and what are they doing ? the complete opposite, 

they're literally doing what they advertise against Animal cruelty bunch of Imposters the 

sad part is that people trusted them and gave them animals hoping for them to find a 

new home but instead they were handing the dogs off to die without knowing. I know 

you guys have heard of the issue I'm addressing today because I have not been the first 

person to speak out against petas wrongdoings and i say there has to be more people 

supporting this movement against peta and making animal rights movements 



normalized  there's a website dedicated to bringing down peta and exposing them for 

the monsters that they truly are “ In the last 20 years, PETA has killed at least 40,854 dogs and cats, 

including healthy puppies and kittens”  www.whypetaeuthanizes.org in the websites there's 

thousands of documented and testimonial evidence that supports my argument today 

against them. 
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